Predicting future academic rising stars provides a useful reference for research communities, such as offering decision support to recruit young researchers in research institutes. Academic rising stars prediction is considered to be a classification or regression task in the field of machine learning. Traditional methods of building label information for this task are only based on the increment of citation count, which cannot adequately reflect the evolution of a scholar's academic influence. In this paper, we first propose a non-iterative hierarchical weighted evaluation model based on the quality of citing papers and the influence of co-authors. Second, we label each young scholar by the increment of the impact score from our evaluation model in the classification task, aiming at better describing the change of a scholar's impact from more angles. Finally, different groups of features that can determine if a scholar will be a rising star are extracted, and various classification models are utilized to fit the classification relationships. The experimental results on the ArnetMiner dataset verify the feasibility of the prediction task based on our label construction method. We also find that the venue features are the best indicators for rising stars prediction in our experiments.
Introduction
With the increase of academic activities, there is a rapid accumulation in the number of publications each year which no doubt expands the body of literature. Due to the advent of large amount of scientific achievements, we urgently need a great evaluation method to assess the scientific impact of different publications and their authors, so as to help readers get better discernment. Traditionally, the number of citation has been seen as a common measurement of scientific impact and there has been several papers focusing on its research (Gehrke et al. 2003; Castillo et al. 2007; Wang et al. 2013; Shen et al. 2014 ). However, evaluation based on citation count has obvious drawbacks. For instance, it ignores the quality of citing papers and the evaluation results, which may arise controversy among researchers. In order to overcome the drawback, scholars tried finding better evaluation methods (Liu et al. 2005; Yan and Ding 2010; Liao and Yen 2012; Yan and Ding 2011; Ding 2011; Ye and Leydesdorff 2013; Li et al. 2014) or looking for more meaningful indicators (Hirsch 2005; Egghe 2006; Jin et al. 2007; Schreiber 2008; Hu et al. 2010; Wildgaard et al. 2014) to build a more comprehensive evaluation model.
In addition to the assessment of existing academic research results, a portion of researchers have paid more attention to the prediction of scientific impact. Similarly, many previous works were related to the prediction of the future citation count. Yan et al. extracted several academic features and used different machine learning regression algorithms to predict a paper's citation count (Yan et al. , 2012 . Yu et al. verified that objective scientometric indicators can predict the impact of a paper based on citations by using a stepwise regression analysis to select good variables from all of the features (Yu et al. 2014) . With regard to the prediction of scientific impact, a meaningful problem arose as to whether we can effectively predict fast-rising researchers, possibly helping other researchers (such as academic beginners) track potential scholars and predict the research directions with the biggest potential as soon as possible. This kind of prediction problem is called "Academic Rising Star Prediction" (ARSP).
ARSP has become a popular topic and has been extensively explored in recent years (Li et al. 2009; Daud et al. 2013; Ning et al. 2017a, b; Daud et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2016 Zhang et al. , 2017 . Among these papers, (Li et al. 2009; Daud et al. 2013; Ning et al. 2017a, b; and Zhang et al. 2016 ) focused on the increment in scholar ranking of academic social networks (including citation networks and co-author networks); (Daud et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017) paid attention to the increment in citations of scholars. Our work is different from theirs, and we focus on the increment in a scholar's comprehensive impact score. In this paper, our major contributions contain two aspects: (i) We add factors such as a domain cited factor that was ignored in previous studies and design a non-iterative hierarchical weighted evaluation model considering the quality of citing papers and the influence of co-authors to assess the scholar's academic impact. (ii) We formalize the ARSP as a binary classification task predicting whether the given young scholar will be a rising star in terms of academic impact in the future. Unlike traditional methods, the label information is based on the overall impact score calculated by our evaluation model rather than the indicator based merely on the citation count. Finally, we extract academic features from the dataset based on citation networks and the co-author networks and use various classification models to fit the classification relationships. To make a comparison, we conduct comparative experiments whose label information is based on the increment in citations. The results of the F1 score verify the feasibility of the prediction task, and the venue features are the best indicators for rising stars prediction in our experiments.
Related work
Academic rising stars prediction (ARSP) has been one of the most meaningful problems in the field of scientific impact prediction. It can be applied for various purposes: (i) a university wants to recruit some young researchers from a set of candidates. If you are the director of the department of human resources, you definitely tend to select candidates with the best potential, and the results of ARSP can offer you some meaningful suggestions. (ii) a beginner in a certain research field wants to follow some promising scholars for the purpose of having a better understanding in this field, and ARSP can help him track scholars with the biggest potential and consequently keep sustained attention on their research.
The process of ARSP is usually divided into two steps: (i) the definition of an academic evaluation function or method for scholars on the basis of scholar ranking or scoring; (ii) the use of different methods to predict the increment in ranking or scores. Here, there are two standard methods: one is based on social network analysis, and the other is based on machine learning algorithms.
First, in the domain of academic evaluation, there have been several evaluation indexes such as the h-index (Hirsch 2005) , g-index (Egghe 2006) , and JIF (Garfield 2006) . Wildgaard et al. summarized many author-level bibliometric indicators for the evaluation of scholars' academic impact (Wildgaard et al. 2014) . On the other hand, many efforts have been employed to discover new methods for academic impact evaluation. A method based on academic social networks that contains the co-author networks and citation networks has been widely discussed. Li et al. presented the PubRank algorithm, which applied the traditional PageRank algorithm to evaluate the importance of scholar nodes in an academic social network and used a publication's quality score to estimate the outstanding level of the authors (Li et al. 2009 ). The StarRank algorithm (Daud et al. 2013) , based on the PubRank algorithm, took the author's order into account and assessed the importance of the author's nodes in the co-author networks.
Second, in the domain of academic impact prediction, specifically with regard to ARSP, there are two major methods corresponding to social network analysis and machine learning prediction. The social network analysis-based method acquires the change of scholar rankings by recording a series of scores of the importance of every author's node with the change of networks caused, over a span of time (Li et al. 2009; Daud et al. 2013 ). Then, they try to detect the rising stars by analysing the variation trend. The method based on machine learning tends to treat the indicator representing a scholar's academic impact as the prediction target and constructs the fitting model to predict the rising stars (Daud et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017) . The citation count, as a universal indicator, was used to build the label information for the classification models in Daud et al. (2015) . Zhang et al. (2017) used the increment in citation count as the prediction target in a regression task.
Considering the aforementioned research, we discover some drawbacks that should be addressed: (i) In the first step of evaluating the scholar's academic impact through citation networks, there are still some essential factors that were not considered before, such as the domain cited factor, which we add to our evaluation model. (ii) In the second step, we choose machine learning-based models to predict the rising stars. However, the existing predicted target is only related to the increment in citations, which cannot adequately reflect the change in a scholar's academic impact. Consequently, we choose the increment in impact score calculated by the model in the first step to build the label information for our classification task. We formalize the ARSP as a binary classification task to predict whether the given young scholar will rapidly grow in academic impact in the future.
The evaluation model of academic impact
Although there are so many different indicators that have been used before, such as the h-index, g-index and some variants of them, they still have some drawbacks. For instance, the h-index is widely employed to evaluate the impact of scholars; however, it has the following problems: (i) it cannot adequately reflect the impact of young scholars because they may be at the beginning of their academic careers and there are not enough achievements; (ii) it may remain unchanged over a long period of time; thus, it is difficult to make recent evaluations; (iii) it cannot handle the case where a scholar has few papers with a large citation count. To overcome the drawbacks of traditional indicators, we decide to construct a model based on citation networks and co-author networks.
Currently, the evaluation models built by academic networks can be separated into two types, including an iterative model (considering all the linked relationships in the networks) and a non-iterative model (only employing the first-order linked relationships in the networks). There are advantages and disadvantages for each model: the former's calculation is complicated but more accurate, while the latter is easily operated but may sacrifice a small amount of accuracy. Furthermore, existing research shows that the iterative model tends to discover the impact of an "academic forerunner", and the other model can better reveal the influence of an "academic activist". The prerequisite of becoming a rising star is that the scholar should be active in academia. In addition, due to the large amount of academic data, we prefer to build a model with low complexity. From the above considerations, we decide to construct a non-iterative hierarchical weighted model to evaluate the scholar's impact.
Paper's own score
Papers are published in venues or journals with different levels; thus, we can use the ranking of venues or journals to roughly score the papers. The calculation is as follows: where s own (pub i ) is the score of paper pub i based on the venue's level r(rank i ) . α is a damping factor and 0 < α < 1. The higher the level of the venue or journal is, the larger the value of r(rank i ) is. For example, r(rank i ) can be defined in Eq. (2) in the field of computer science:
where the level is based on the recommendation list of the China Computer Federation (CCF).
Note that the definition of r(rank i ) can be replaced based on other evaluation metrics. For instance, journal and conference impact factors that are calculated manually can be classified to different levels to define the values of r(rank i ) (Freyne et al. (2010) ). Related results based on this definition are briefly presented in the supplementary material.
Paper's cited score
Similar to the discussion at the beginning of this section, evaluating the quality of a publication by only using the traditional bibliometric indicator is not comprehensive and effective. Therefore, citation networks will be established in this part, and the cited degree of the paper will provide a strong complement for the assessment of the paper's impact. Here, we simply calculate it as follows: where pub
represents the j-th paper that cites paper pub i , and the formula is the simple weighted sum of scores of the papers that cite the paper being assessed.
Obviously, it is not enough to calculate the cited scores by only using a simple weighted sum. There are still factors that we ignore. First, we take a factor of time-decay into account. It is apparent that a paper's impact will change over the course of time. The traditional calculation of ∆t uses the number of years from the paper's publication to the period of examination. Considering previous studies (Panagopoulos et al. (2017) ) that employed different formulas for time decaying, we define the number of years as the time between the paper's year of publication and the year in which the citation occurs. In other words, based on the difference in citations, the values of ∆t may be different. Meanwhile, the larger the value of ∆t is, the lower the rate of acceptance of this paper. Inspired by Newton's Law of Cooling, we apply it to the attenuation of a paper's impact. Furthermore, the calculation is modified in Eq. (4): where ∆t j is the time interval between the publishing year of paper, pub i , and the year of the j-th paper that cites the paper, pub i .
Second, we intend to add to our model a domain cited factor that was not previously considered in past studies. The domains here refer to different research sub fields that fall under a larger subject. For instance, in the field of computer science, there are ten specific domains, such as artificial intelligence, computer networks, and information security. We have the idea that the citations from inside the domain and outside it reflect different types of acceptance. In other words, a paper cited by another paper in the same domain indicates the depth of acceptance, while a paper cited by another paper in a different domain reflects the breadth of acceptance. Based on the above consideration, we define two kinds of cited factors as follows:
where k is the total citation count inside the k-th domain and N k is the total paper count inside it. Thus, (k) in refers to the average citation count inside the k-th domain. Similarly, (k) out indicates the average citation count from other domains of the papers belonging to the k-th domain. To overcome the difference in dimensions, normalization is employed for the calculation of where assuming that pub i belongs to the k-th domain, D k is the set of papers in the same domain that cite paper pub i . Meanwhile, num
is the citation count of pub i in the k-th domain and num (k) out reflects the citation count of pub i in other different domains. In fact, we treat the cited score of the paper as its acceptance in academia, while the paper's own score actually reflects the own quality of the paper itself. From this perspective, the cited score is combined with the paper's own score to give a comprehensive estimation of the paper. The final comprehensive score of a paper is calculated by Eq. (8):
It should be noted that the range of values of s own (pub i ) and s cited (pub i ) may have obvious differences due to the difference in the calculation methods of the two parts. Similarly, we deal with this problem by normalization.
Scholar's impact score based on publications
The most common approach of evaluating scholars' academic impact is based on their publications and can be done using the formulas introduced above. Meanwhile, we should not have a simple linear superposition. An important factor that cannot be ignored is the author contribution. Here, we use the S-index (Sekercioglu (2008) ) as the indicator for assessing the author contribution of a paper. Thus, the scholar's impact score based on publications is calculated as follows:
where AC (i) is the S-index of author a based on paper pub i , and P is the collection of papers of author a.
Scholar's comprehensive score
After calculating the degree of excellence for a scholar based on publications, we focus on the cooperation between two scholars. Obviously, the closer the communication between the two scholars, the more deeply one's academic impact may influence the other. Consider the situation where a young scholar has close cooperation with academic authorities, we can undoubtedly infer that the young scholar will attract more attention in the future. It is very important for a young scholar to improve their reputation. Therefore, we introduce the weight of cooperation between two scholars:
where num(a i , a j ) is the number of cooperative papers of scholar a i and scholar a j , while num(a i ) is the number of total papers of scholar a i . Therefore, (a i , a j ) actually reflects the degree of influence of a j with regard to a i . In other words, the larger the value of (a i , a j ) is, the closer the academic contact of scholar a j towards scholar a i . It is noteworthy that the calculation is unidirectional and you should change the denominator into num(a j ) when you want to get the weight of influence of scholar a i towards scholar a j . Meanwhile, similar to the calculation of s cited in Eq. (4), the time-decay factor is also employed here to account for the time between collaborations. Its definition is given by:
where t n indicates the examination period and t max (j) is the latest collaborative year of the j-th co-author, which is smaller than t n .
Then, the calculation of the co-author impact score is as follows:
where S aut (a j ) represents the own score of the j-th co-author with regard to author a i . Following the above discussion, we finally obtain the comprehensive score of a scholar, which is calculated as follows:
Certainly, normalization still needs to remove the influence of different dimensions between the two parts.
In summary, the non-iterative hierarchical weighted model for scholar impact evaluation is presented above. The model is constructed in two layers: (i) At the bottom, the weighted object is the paper itself. We calculate the score of a paper in two parts, including the paper's own score and the paper's cited score. More specifically, we calculate the paper's cited score by a non-iterative weighted model and add the domain cited factor and a new form of time-decaying. Then, we can obtain the scholar's impact score based on publications. (ii) At the top layer, the weighted object is the author. We take the co-authors' influence into account. Similarly, it is calculated by another non-iterative weighted model and combined with the above score to evaluate a scholar's overall influence.
Finally, some examples are listed here to observe and analyze the results from our evaluation model. 
and we can make some observations. First, authors Erdal C and Weilian S have the same citations, and thus we cannot distinguish them from one another. However, there exists an obvious difference in our model due to the gap of S co -aut . The latter author has a higher score, having benefited from having more influential co-authors. Then, observing authors Weilian S and Yogesh S, we find that the former author here has a higher number of citations but a lower score based on our model compared to the latter. To explore the reason for this difference, we consider the primitive statistical data in Table 2 (Num A is the number of papers whose level is A, and Cited A indicates the citations from papers whose level is A. Other symbols represent similar meanings). These two authors have similar primitive data, and we can thus make similar observations. Apart from the difference in S co -aut , Weilian S has more papers and citations than Yogesh S, but his/her score of S aut is lower than that of the latter. This is because Yogesh S has more citations from high quality papers.
From the analysis of these examples, we find that our evaluation model has the ability to differentiate authors by considering more perspectives not previously employed by traditional citation evaluation models. This finding verifies the effectiveness of this approach. After the evaluation of a scholar, we will conduct experiments with ARSP by using a scholar's label information based on the impact score. What we want to explore is whether these classification relationships can be effectively fitted by machine learning algorithms and what factors play a more important role in determining whether a young scholar will be a rising star in the future.
Experiments

Dataset
The dataset we use is obtained from ArnetMiner, which is a well-known online service for search and analysis (Tang et al. 2008 ). There are different versions of this dataset, and we choose the version that includes the sub-domain data that are separated from the whole dataset. Meanwhile, this version of the data is from the field of computer science and covers the venues and journals. Each paper contains the content information of the title, author, publication year, publication venues and references. In total, there are 
Results
Training and test sets
For experiments, we split the dataset into a training set and a test set according to the different time periods. The data from 1996 to 2001 are used as a training set for constructing the classification models, and the data from 2002 to 2007 are used as a test set for evaluating the performance of the classifiers. First, there are data for 97411 researchers to be processed. Second, to overcome the influence of the length of a research career, we select the subset of scholars who published their first paper within years close to each other (1996 and 1997 are selected in the training set, while 2002 and 2003 are selected in the test set). Then, we need to construct the label information for the task of ARSP. Daud et al. (2015) built datasets comprising 500 authors with the highest average relative increase in citations (ARIC) and 500 authors with the lowest ARIC. However, Daud et al. (2015) constructed the label information using the data in the same period of time as that for feature engineering, which may not be reasonable because we can obtain the final ranking after the examined year and select the top n authors as the rising stars. Thus, the problem may lose the meaning of prediction and merely complete the task of classification. Zhang et al. (2017) regarded the task as a regression prediction problem, and the prediction target was the future citation increment. They performed feature extraction before the given year, t, and predicted the citation's increment after ∆t years. We suppose their definition of the ARSP problem is more reasonable, but they only consider the quantitative aspects that cannot reflect the change in scholar's academic impact comprehensively. Consequently, in our experiments, we choose the increment in the impact score between two adjacent periods of time to build the label information. For example, in the training set including the data from 1996 to 2001, the increase in comprehensive academic impact scores between two adjacent time periods (the interval from 2002 to 2007 is the adjacent time period) is used to build the training model's label information. We finally select the rate of increment that ranks at the top n as positive samples and the other n records with the lowest increment as negative samples. We can build a balanced dataset based on this operation. A detailed construction method and examples will be presented in the next section.
Feature selection
In this section, four types of features are extracted from the primitive data for the task of ARSP. Then, the subsets of these features are selected according to the feature importance scores and prediction results are obtained from the machine learning models. Table 3 lists the definitions and descriptions of the features. We discuss each group of selected features as follows: (i) Author features: the author's future impact increment is naturally correlated with their current attributes. Furthermore, the previous productivity of an author has a positive influence on their future citations since they have more opportunities to obtain more citations, which represents an important aspect of the impact of an author. We choose four features related to the number of papers, citation count and time: (a) the number of the author's previous papers, (b) the average number of the author's previous papers during a specified time period, (c) the average citation count of the previous papers by the same author and (d) the average time interval between two papers during a specified time period.
(ii) Social features: the social interactions among different researchers may influence an author's impact. In particular, the features of co-authors play an important role in the increment of a scholar's impact because a distinguished co-author can help the paper attract more attention and motivate more citations from other papers with a high quality. Thus, we introduce three social attributes for an author: (a) the author's previous co-author count, (b) the citation count of all the co-authors and (c) the average citation count of all the co-authors. (iii) Venue features: due to various reputations and audiences, venues with different levels have various impacts and attention spans. In other words, great papers in the top venues tend to attract more attention than others. Based on the above consideration, we extract four kinds of venue features: (a) the number of papers published on venues at different levels, (b) the number of venues on which the author has published, (c) the author's citation count based on venues at different levels and (d) the average citation count of venues at different levels. (iv) Temporal features: the previous citation increment of the author or co-authors can offer a good indication of the author's future impact increment. Thus, we extract two kinds of temporal features: (a) the author's citation increment in one and 2 years and the average citation increment within 2 years, (b) the total increment of co-authors in one and 2 years, and the average citation increment of co-authors in 2 years.
Experimental results
In the previous section, there are two parameters we need to illustrate: the parameter α in the calculation of s own (pub i ) and the parameter λ in the calculation of s cited (pub i ) . The usual A-num-paper-ave The average number of the author's previous papers over 5 years A-interval-paper-ave
The average time interval between two papers over 5 years A-citation-ave
The average citation count of the previous papers Social S-num-coauthors The author's previous co-author count S-citation-coauthors
The citation count of all co-authors S-citation-coauthors-ave The average citation count of all the author's co-authors Venue V-citation-num-by-level The author's citation count based on venues at different levels V-num-paper-by-level The number of papers published based on venues at different levels V-num-venues
The number of venues which the author has published in V-citation-venues-ave
The average citation count of venues at different levels over 5 years Temporal T-one-citation The author's citation increment in 1 year T-two-citation The author's citation increment in 2 years T-two-citation-ave
The average citation increment of the author in 2 years T-one-coauthors
The total increment of co-author in 1 year T-two-coauthors
The total increment of co-author in 2 years T-two-coauthors-ave
The average increment of co-author in 2 years value of α is 0.5, and we also use this value in our evaluation model. For λ, we define the influence of a paper dropping to 1 Δt after ∆t years. In our experiment, the time interval of our dataset is 5 years, so we assign the value of 5 to ∆t, and the final value of λ is 0.322 based on our calculation.
In the training set, we build the set of scholars who publish their first paper in 1996 and 1997, and a total of 1600 instances are used for the task of ARSP. Then, we divide the data into two types of datasets, each set with 800 instances. The first dataset contains the 400 scholars, whose label is 1, with the highest rate of increase in the impact score from our evaluation model. The other 400 scholars, whose label is 0, have the lowest rate of increase. Table 4 presents two authors with different labels due to different rankings in the rate of increase. For example, S. Kamal S obtained a score of 0.166 from our evaluation model during the first period (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) and obtained a score of 0.997 during the next period (2002) (2003) (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) . Thus, he/she obtains a value of 5.01 for the rate of increase, ranks first and is labelled as a positive sample. Similarly, Monica B's rank for the rate of increase is 800, and his/her label is 0; thus, it is treated as a negative sample.
The other set contains 400 authors with the highest rate of increase in citations and another 400 with the lowest rate of increase. Here, there are two aspects to be noted: (i) A smoothing method is employed to avoid the case in which the denominator is 0. (ii) Before the calculation of the rate of increase, we need to select authors whose increase in citations is more than a threshold to filter out some extreme samples. For instance, the cases in which the citations move from 1 to 3 and the citation move from 5 to 15 should be treated differently, although they have the same rate of increase in citations. Specific examples are listed in Table 5 .
Similarly, the same process as the one above is conducted in the test set for the performance evaluation. Here, we choose the F1 score, which is commonly used as an evaluation metric for classification. To observe the performance of the classifiers in datasets of different sizes, we choose the values of n to be 200, 300 and 400; thus, the sizes of the datasets are 400, 600 and 800. In addition, if the value of n is smaller than 400, the n instances are selected randomly for both the positive and negative samples. Finally, five kinds of classifiers in the field of machine learning are selected to build the classification model and test the performance in the test set. As mentioned in the Related Work section, the methods based on social network analysis (Li et al. 2009; Daud et al. 2013; Ning et al. 2017a, b; Zhang et al. 2016) tend to use variants of the PageRank algorithm to detect rising stars. These methods conduct an iterative calculation for the rankings in the academic networks that evolve within a certain time span. They analyse or fit the trend in variation to detect the rising stars. However, our method starts out from the behavioural data and explores the factors that influence the rising stars' prediction results. Due to this difference, we suppose that it is not feasible to compare the two methods. Meanwhile, we try to compare our method to others based on machine learning (Daud et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2017 ). These works both use the citation count or its increment as the source of label information for the prediction task. It should also be noted that the purpose of comparing the citation count-based labelling method for rising stars and our proposed method is to verify that the machine learning models can acquire both of the identification schemes, thereby confirming the reasonableness of our first contribution from another perspective. However, in terms of the numerical difference of performance (i.e., the F1 score), the machine learning performance measured in two tasks cannot be used to assess good or bad labelling.
Here, we briefly list the final results between our experiments and the comparative experiments in Table 6 . The detailed results are shown in the next four graphs. As shown in the left parts of Figs. 1, 2 and 3, we obtain the classification performance with different sizes of datasets which belong to the first type in various groups of features. Comparatively, the results of the dataset belonging to the second type are observed in the right parts of these features. Figure 4 shows the best performance of two types of datasets with different sizes. Table 6 The results of F1 scores between the citation count-based method for labelling rising stars and our proposed method 
Analysis and discussion
In this section, the results of the above experiments are analysed. First, we compare the performance of various groups of features from two types of datasets. For the first dataset, we can discover that the venue features achieve the highest F1 score, while the author features contribute the least to the final F1 score. For the second dataset, the author features have almost the same impact as the venue features. Furthermore, the social features have the least contribution to the classification performance in this dataset. Second, we discuss the influence of the size of the dataset on the final classification results. By comparing the average F1 scores, which are depicted in Fig. 4 , among the datasets with three different sizes, we can clearly see that the best classification performance is not influenced by the size of the dataset. In other words, the stability of the best classification performance is verified by the final results.
Third, we compare the five kinds of classification methods that were used. When the dataset size is small (n = 200), the K-nearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm achieves the best performance for both datasets. However, its performance fluctuates obviously with the increase in the size of the dataset. Apart from it, the tree models, including the random forest (RF), gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) and extreme gradient boosting (XGB) and the support vector machine (SVM) remain relatively stable with the change of dataset size and obtain the approximate results.
Finally, we discuss the overall results of the two groups of experiments. Observing the final results shown in Fig. 4 , we see that the best performance of our experiments achieved F1 scores close to 0.8, similar to the comparative experiments in different situations. For example, when we use all the instances in two types of datasets, we obtain F1 scores of 0.795 and 0.784, which are very close. In total, our experiments of ARSP obtained convincing results on the F1 score, which verifies the feasibility of the approach based on our construction method for label information. Meanwhile, the increment of the impact score calculated by our evaluation model can depict the change of the influence of an author more comprehensively than traditional increments in citations.
Based on this result, we can initially conclude that the use of machine learning methods can learn our evaluation of rising academic stars, thereby making it possible to predict whether a new scholar will become an academic rising star in the future based on his/her past performance.
Conclusion
To conclude, we formalize the problem of ARSP (Academic Rising Stars Prediction) as a binary classification task which predicts whether the given young scholar will be fastrising in terms of academic impact in the future. To solve this problem, we explore a series of factors that can determine whether a young researcher will be a rising star. Meanwhile, different from the traditional method for label construction, which only focuses on the increment in citations, we propose to build the label information using the increment of a scholar's comprehensive evaluation score and a non-iterative hierarchical weighted evaluation model based on the quality of citing papers, and the influence of co-authors for scholar's academic impact. Finally, we use five kinds of classification models in the field of machine learning to complete the prediction task and obtain convincing results on the F1 score, which verifies the feasibility of the ARSP approach. Our further analysis shows that the venue features are the best indicators for ARSP, while the author features have little relevance in our experiments.
Based on our experiments, further investigations can be conducted: the factor of citation sentiment and purpose can also be considered to improve our evaluation model (Yousif et al. 2019 ). In addition, we can apply this method to other areas, such as online educational resource recommendations Wan and Niu 2016; Tarus et al. 2017 Tarus et al. , 2018 . Teachers and educational resources can be modelled in the same way. According to the teachers' current working status, they can be classified and recommended to the corresponding students. It is very practical and helps students follow great teachers or make use of educational resources, which is of great significance to online education.
